High Impact Presentation Skills
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Feedback from Delegates
To give an example, here is some of the feedback from 2017-2018.
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The course taught me how to make my training more interesting. By
introducing a task for trainees to do this will help with them in understanding
what the content was all about.
Prepare for any training that I will be giving in advance and complete a dry
run with a colleague.
Keep the content of my training short and effective rather than an information
overload
Manage better difficult situations during the presentation.
I have adapted my training session so that it is more engaging to those who
attend, I have done this by including tasks / activities and sufficient time to
take questions and welcome feedback as the session progresses.
None - it was well prepared & content was relevant
I am able to structure presentations correctly now
How I use different tools to help me present and trial runs/recordings
Using the tips and tricks from the course, I feel I will be better able to deliver
engaging and interesting presentations
Better quality presentations, and advanced techniques to structure material.
Items to consider re. nerves & body language
Use mind maps to structure content.
I will ensure that I will structure and prepare for all presentations to meet the
requirements and deliver a successful presentation that is meaningful and
achieves outcomes set by myself.
The course has given me more confidence to conduct future presentations. It
has helped with providing back -ground info on presentation structure, preplanning etc.
I took home some great points which will aid all future presentations.
Know how to deliver a good presentation
With the knowledge from the course I will be able to structure any meeting or
presentations a lot better. Present myself better.
I will definitely think about all the aspects of presenting, i.e. posture/stance,
engaging the audience, preparation/content.
Apply various presentation techniques learnt on the course in work
presentations in the future.
Plan and structure my presentations on the skills learned on this course
I am more confident in delivering presentations and I am fully aware of how
to plan a presentation. Present differently.
More polished presentation skills.
structure the presentation to your audience and engage with your audience
Improve my presentation planning
Plan and prepare the content and structure of the topic to be presented
the course has given very valuable tips on how to make presentations more
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comfortable and approach them with a lot more structure and confidence
hence making them more professional.
Concentrate on voice control and stop dancing when presenting
Implement a planning and preparation strategy for future presentations
Structure presentations appropriately. Use humour where possible. Vary
vocal pitch. Try to overcome nerves.

About the Course/Trainer
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•
•
•

•

Joe was fully engaged and the course was delivered in a light-hearted way,
that made all delegates comfortable.
Joe was fantastic, very knowledgeable and made the course very enjoyable.
Joe was thoroughly entertaining and created a relaxed environment to help
calm the nerves :-)
An interesting and challenging course delivered by an engaging facilitator
who clearly enjoys his field.
The course was extremely engaging from start to finish.
Joe was very engaging and used his high energy levels to get his points
across.
Joe was well informed and tailored his training and advice to each individual.
I highly recommend this course to all people who give presentations on a
regular basis.
Really enjoyed the course and liked Joe’s style.
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